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“Ekeberg til Byen”



Elevated pathway
A proposal for C. Ludens Ringnes Foundation

Location: Sørenga-Ekeberg, Oslo 

Area: 2250m2

Project stage: Preliminary design



Existing path: 2,400m / 33min Planned path: 2: 2,200m / 27min Proposed path: 810m / 10min

Ekeberg til Byen

“Across the blue and into the green, passing through the city in between”

An elevated pedestrian path connecting two of Oslo’s most prominent attractions; Ekeberg sculpture park and the har-
bour promenade.

A unique urban element that provides a direct connection from Bjørvika to Ekeberg and makes the Ekeberg viewpoint a 
possible climax to a stroll along the harbour.  

From the tip of Sørenga a wave shaped pier rises up into the air and provides an exciting viewpoint to the fjord as you 
cross the bay. A straigth line passes through Grønlikaia development where a container tower links to the ground below. 
A curve slopes up through the treetops of Ekeberg’s hillside offering an intimate walk with stunning views to both Oslo 

city and the sea, and at the end a gate of tall glass walls cuts into the forest, creating a dramatic, yet from a far quite hid-
den entrance to the sculpture park. 

The path takes visitors on a walk through two of Oslo’s distinctive urban attributes; Its immediate connection with the 
forest and the sea. Ekeberg til Byen is an enviromentally friendy public infrastructure targeting and promoting some-

thing truly Norwegian; taking a walk.

“Havnepromenaden skal være et urbant svar på en «markatur», og en opplevelsestur som skal opplyse og overraske promena-
degåere.”   -Oslo city’s establishing principles for Havnepromenaden

The path is both a solution to an existing logistical gap and an attraction in itself, designed in compliance with Oslo 
city’s establishing principles for the harbour promenade.







“The Arc” 
A slow rising staircase 
leads up to a stunning 
view towards the fjord

“The Line”
A bent line takes you 
over the harbour and 
across the highway

“The Curve” 
A path snakes its way 
through the treetops, 

offering a peaceful walk

“The Cut”
A staircase with stained 
glass walls gently cuts 
into an ancient forest



“A walk between the treetops offer 
views to both the city and the fjord.”

Pocket extensions for resting 
spaces may be introduced along the 

way.

“A dramatic, yet calming experience 
doubles as an efficient connection 
between two popular destinations.”



The existing orange theme color of “havneprome-
naden” is re-interpretated in the form of a stained 

glass floor, coated with anti-slip grain surface. 

The same weathered wood used in “Sørenga sea-
bath” is extended to the paths pilars and sides.







d|lab



Office interior
Innovation lab for tieto Norway

Location: Skøyen, Oslo 

Area: 160m2

Project year: 2019





by



“An open and playful 
space, catered to fa-
cilitate collaboration 

and innovation”



Demountable cover



Double ballot latchSlide on nail

Oversized for cut on site

Hidden cabinets opened by push-on



Fixed to ceiling

Adjustable bench

Right rear corner fit for arc



“A secluded 
space, where one 
can work alone on 
top of the world”



Høstskog



Installation work
Exhibition at Collective Fashion Art Festival

Location: Aker Brygge, Oslo 

Area: 150m2

Project year: 2018





















Studio MWA



Architect’s studio
Self-built interior project

Location: Bjølsen, Oslo 

Area: 130m2

Project year: 2016





Studio MWA

Industrial oasis

Renovation project in a closed down 
welding factory in Bjølsen, Oslo. A 130m2 
area along the south side of the building 
consisting of one a large studio room and 
two spacious bedrooms was enclosed 
and separated from the workshop hall 
in the first floor. An open plan creates a 
flexible space that allow for air and light to 
flow through it with minimal obstruction. 
Brick walls from 1857 along with steel 
columns, steel beams and old wooden 
ceiling boards were exposed and polished 
to meet and contrast the new-built clean 
white plaster walls. At the west side of the 
studio room three walls form a sculptural 
composition: A sloped wall separates 
the factory hall staircase from the new 
interior, and an L-shaped partition wall 
conceals a small bathroom. Together with 
another small partition wall an entrance 
hallway is formed in-between. Gaps above 
these two last walls allow for a small peak 
into what lies behind once the entrance 
door is opened, and the small hallway 
between acts as a contrasting transition 
between the large factory hall outside 
and the large, but smaller studio room 
inside, making the latter feel even larger 
when entered. The interior is defined by a 
raw industrial look and custom designed 
and self-built furniture, such as a 6 meter 
long kitchen bench, a recycled pallet-case 
kitchen table, and wall mounted working 
benches and drawing desks made from 
polished and bleached birch boards sitting 
on steel legs. Many of the materials used 
for both walls and furniture were found on 
or around the factory site, and together 
with an abundance of greenery, the ma-
terials selected give birth to a warm and 
friendly interior in the middle of otherwise 
harsh surroundings. Studio MWA is a 
room inside a room, and wa our oasis in a 
industrial desert.
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Under the blue



Open Chapel
Proposal for a Mexican developer

Location: Culiacan, Mexico 

Area: 90m2

Project year: 2017





Openings



Installation work
Exhibition at Studio Enogførti

Location: Bjølsen, Oslo 

Area: 160m2

Project year: 2016







VOID



Kampa Museum
BA 6th Semester

Location: Kampa, Prague 

Area: 1625m2

Project year: 2015

















Inside the wave / An eye to the sky



Monument to the victims of a tsunami
BA 4th Semester

Location: Fictional 

Area: 30m2

Project year: 2014











“Inside the wave, an eye to the sky”



Secluded Duality



House for an athlete
BA 4th Semester

Location: Kyje, Prague 

Area: 220m2

Project year: 2016





Duality:
1. The quality or character of being twofold; 

dichtonomy.
2. An instance of opposition or contrast 
between two concepts or two aspects of 

something; a dualism.

Two forms creating two spaces, in duality:
The house design follows a simple and 
clean concept of two contrasting but 

complementing volumes; one social and 
one private. Both secluded from the street 
by a solid L-shaped wall penetrated only 
by an entrance which is close to invisible 

when closed.

Two spaces, two atmospheres:
1. Social/Open/Bright

2. Private/Closed/Ambient

A spacious and 
open livingroom is 
flooded with natural 
light

An intimate and 
enclosed bathroom 
lies next to a small 
pool where one 
has a free view to 
the sky



Closed towards the street

Open towards the garden





First floor Second floor Third floor














